A new method which is convenient for the phenomenological analysis to explore the mutual correlations among various pion reactions is presented based on the S matrix formalism.
§ 1. Introduction and summary
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From the recent studies on pions, it has already been known that the lowest order perturbation theory cannot even qualitatively predict the correct behaviour of the artificially produced pions. Hence it is a serious problem to consider which' kind of method we should rely upon.
In quantum electrodynamics, we have achieved such a remarkable success that allows us consistently to describe the e~ectromagnetic phenomena in terms of the Hamiltonian rep~esenting the interaction between electron-positron and electromagnetic fields.
On the other hand, a number of pionic phenomena can hardly be explained in terms of the field theory of mesons.
Although it is suspected that higher order corrections might overcome such a dishonOurable situation, yet at present one cannot find a unique Hamiltonian from which one can' calculate the matrix elements of all pionic processes with confidence.
Under such circumstances that the present Hamiltonian formalism is not so powerful once applied to pionic phenomena, it is quite probable that the correct' theory of pions might be beyond the frame of the Hamiltonian formalism. Thus we shall bear on the S matrix formalism1)2) rather than the questionable Hamiltonian formalism, since the former has wider applicability and is more convenient in describing pionic phenomena than the latter. But since we have as yet no concrete means to construct S matrix, we may assume that all conditions sa~sfied by the S matrix in quantum field theory independently of the special form of the Hamiltonian will hold also in the future theory of S matrix.
One of such conditions is the unitarityof S:
5+5=S5+=1, where 5+ is the Hermitian conjugate of 5.
In section 2, we shall show the special importance of this condition in studying the mutual correlations among various pion reactions. Other conditions such as the invariances of 5 under Lorentzc and gauge transformations are also important. The! essence of the content of section 3 consists in these invariance conditions.
In the unitarity condition of S, both 5 and 5+ appear and the relation between S and 5+ comes into our question. Hence, in section 4, the procedure to derive 5+ from 5 is investigated in detail.
With these preliminaries, we directly apply the 5 lmatrix formalism to the investigation of the mutual correlations among various pion reactions. As an example, a simultaneous integral equation connecting the most important two pionic processes, i.e. the photo-meson production and pion-nucleon scattering, is derived in section 5.
From this equation we can calculate the matrix element for the latter provided thltt those for the former processes are already known. For this purpose, the following properties of pions are necessary to know.
(
1) the transformation properties of pions
It has already been established from the recent experiments on artificial pions that pions are pseudosc\llar. 3) 
(2) the charge dependence of the pion-tlucleon interaction
We assume the most promising and simplest symmetrical theory for the time being.
It has long been known that the charge independence of nuclear forces which seems plausible at low energies can be achieved hoth on the basis of the symmetrical theory and the pure neutral theory and their combinations. However, the symmentrical theory seems superior to other theories such as the pure neutral theory in various processes, though there is yet no definite proof in favour of or against the symmetrical theory.
Perhaps the most promising clue will' be gained brthe investigation of the process 4 ) r+d~d+ ITo, since the result predicted from the symmetrical theory shows a marked contrast, to the pure neutral theory, and the recent experimental data seem to show the evidences in favour of the symmetrical theory.
The S Matri% Method in Piolz .Reactions of a single process, although it is quite powerful in exploring the mutual correlations among pionic phenomena. Becau/ie of this inevitable reason, we must more or less depend on the Hamiltonian formalism, and we shall employ the matrix elements of the photo-meson production derived from a rather phenomenological Hamiltonian, about which we shall discuss in section 7.
In section 8, adopting the matrix elements for the photo-~eson production mentioned above to the integral equations, we get those for the pion-nucleon scattering. The result shows a good agreement with the experimental data, especially we obtained the ratio:
which can never be deduced from the lowest order perturbation theory. Thus we may say that the phenomenological approaah in the field theory is fairly promising at the present stage.
Finally in section 9, we apply this method to nucleon-nucleon collisions at extremely high energi,es. If the total cross-section of the nucleon-nucleon collisions at extremely high energies is nearly equal to the geometrical cross-section, the angular distribution of the elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering can be, deduced, namely the scattered nucleons will be concentrated in the forward and backward directions in the centre of mass system. § 2. Unitarityof 5 matrix
One of the most important properties of S matrix is its unitarity which guarantees the conservation of probability.
Defining the transition matrix R with the unitarity of S matrix is expressed by ( 
2.2)
Now we shall consider the matrix elements of (2) We cannot apply the perturbation method to the meson-nucleon interaction, but can utilize the' power series expansion in terms of the fine structure constant e 2 /47rnc= 1/"137".
Physically speaking, the r-ray can be regarded as a test body to investigate the nature of the pion-nucleon interaction, since the photon has so weak interactions with other fields that the perturbation theory holds and its disturbances to other fields can safely be discarded.
Thus picking up only the lowest order terms in the fine structure constant we have from (4) (2.5) This integral equation enables us to derive the matrix elements 'for pion·nucleon scattering,
pro~ided that those for the photo· meson production are already known.
In completely the same way as (4) or (5), we can derive various relations among;
various pion reactions, but we shall give only one more example. The unitarity relatiom, applied to nucleon· nucleon collisions at energies a little above the threshold of meson': production gives
From this relation, it is easily understood that the total cross' section of pion production can be derived if the matrix elements of (elastic) nucleon· nucleon scattering are known (Cf. § 8,9).
In the present phenomenological theory of nuclear forces, however, we are obliged to make use of real potentials even at high energies, so that the unitarity relation is satisfied by the matrix elements of the elastic scattering only.
Namely, the contribution from the real meson production IS inevitably neglected.
At It is true that the cross' section of the inelastic collision, i.e: the real meson production is very small compared to the elastic one, but the effect of virtual meson production would convert the nature of the elastic scattering as damping. (See § 9) One can see from the above examples that the S matrix method would be an important clue to explore the correlations among pion reactions. In this section, we shall derive such possible forms of matrix elements of R on the basis of the Lorentz and gauge invariances that are convenient for tIie phenomenological analyses of pions.
The Dirac equation is given in the momentum repre~entation as-
where current notations are employed.
The following algebraic relations for the r matrices are often used tht-6'ughout this work. The contribution of the diagram G to S matrix is given by 
(G) and c(G). A is a numerical factor.
In the meson part, Hermitian '~1> ~2 and 'I' '2 should be used instead of ~, ~* and " ,* and summation with regard to the charge dummy indices should be performed. As for the closed Fermion lines, they can be treated as if undirected, for only the sum of contributions from both directions comes into our question.
The contribution of the diagram G-is given by where the dotted line represents the undirected ,part common to both c(G) and c(G).
We shall decompose the cO,upling matrix Q into the direct product of a Dirac matrix 0 and an isotopic matrix T: Q=O· T.
T is an Hermitian isotopic matrix such as 1, ' 1> '2' '3' 'P as mentioned before.
The problem is how to get ( 3) from (2).
First we shall apply the following two transformations:
(1*)
where (+), (-) signs correspond to the positive and negative frequency parts respectively and have been omitted so far in c (G) and c( G).
Now let c(G) be changed to c'(G) by these transformations, then making use of the formula (4 ·7) we see
The, Boson part in c' ( G) agrees completely with that in c ( G) .
The only difference is that Qn=OnTn (in t;(G» is replaced by 6nT~(in c'(G»,
where u= CO~I'C-l and is given in the following table. B ).,
We shall compare c' (G) with c( G) for some special but important cases.
(a) quantum dectrod), namics
In this case, we can discard the isotopic, matrix T, and the only difference is The factor (_1).N is related only to the parity of the process, i.e. everior odd, and dtis property is common to all diagrams. Namely
c'(G)=c(G)
(even order process) (4.10)
These relations completely settle the solution of our problem in the case of quantum electrodynamics.
(b) sy mmetrical meson theoyy9l
In this case, the situation is not so simple as in the former case because of the appearance of isotopic matrices. Yet there is some interting feature. Namely, quite analogous to the charge conjugation matrix C for the Dirac matrices:
C-1r",C= -r/',
we can define an isotopic matrix c by Here we have only to apply c( )c-1to the isotopic parts lying between -;P(Pt) and cf!(Pj).
Let c'(G) be thus changed to c"(G) by the transformation (III), then we have
if 0 is odd.
where N(mod. 2), the order of the process, is common to all diagrams as before. (We do not consider the non-linear interactions between nucleon and meson fielqs.)
In the case of the pseudoscalar meson theory, we can obtain c (G) by a unified procedure since both pseudoscalar and pseudovector couplings are even, while in the scalar meson theory, we cannot treat both scalar and vector couplings at the same time since they are of different parities. In view of this difference, we may say that the pseudoscalar theory is a specially convenient case.
(c) photo-meson production
What is necessay for our later purpose is the matrix element of the inverse process of the photo-meson production.
We shall give the procedure for only linear terms in the coupling constant e, but the result can also be applied to higher order terms.
Thediscussiori is slightly complicated in this case, because now we have three coexisting fields, nucleonic, mesonic and electromagnetic.
The essential relations in this case are
Adopting these relations properly, we are able to get c(G). For-simplic::,ity, we shall assume the symmetrical theory. (This assumption is not necessarily required and the procedure to b~ shown is also valid for the pure neutral theory.)
The interaction Lagrangian of pseudoscalar' meson, nucleon, and radiation fields is given by First we shall study the case of pseudoscalar coupling only, and then prove that the procedure obtained is, ablO valid for the case of pseudovector· coupling. In the f6rmer case, the photon. is 'absorbed\ only by the meson or nucleon current, while in the latter case it can also be absorbed by another mec;hanism through a contact inter~ctionamong nucleon, meson, and radiati~n fields. The difference of. tra:hsformati.~n properties in charge space between meson and nucleon fields brings about a positive to negative ratio not equal to unity in the photo-meson production a~ P.P/P.N=f= -1 in the anomalous magnetic moments of the proton and neutron.
(i) absorption of a photon by the nucleon current
When a ph6ton is absorbed by the nucleon current, there is only one vector coupling,
i.e. odd r... as 0; and in other parts there are only pseudoscalar coupling, i. e. even rs.
Thus on the whole, the factor (-1) 1 arises from the Dirac part since there is only one odd coupling.
On the other hand, we see that "2' S in T's changes sign in c' ( G) in a manner indicated in ( 16) . Hence, we see (4.18) where N2 is the number of "2' S in c ( G) .
If we call the pions corresponding to the wave functions ¢J' ¢2 and ¢:;, as·" i ", "2 :", and" 3" pions respectively, virtual "2" pions are always accompanied with "is andeantracted in pairs, so that N2 may be interpreted as the number of "2;' pions produced.
The discussion developed above about the interaction ¢r pr ",¢' A", can also be applied to the Pauli term ¢(J'",~(ap"p+al\-"N)¢'}?"'~' for (J'",v as well as r", is odd.
(ii) absorption of a photon by the meson current The expression of the meson current is given by ¢l a¢2 -a¢l ¢2' Since (18) and (19) are of the same form, the general expression for the case of pseudoscalar coupling is given by (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) where N2 is the number of produced "2" mesons.
Next we shall apply this rule to the case with both pseudoscalar and pseudovector couplings.
The discussions about nucleon and meson currents are completely the same with the pseudoscalar coupling case since both pseudoscalar and pseudovector couplings are even. So we shall only be concerned with the contact interaction. The coupling matrix' r5r",(PV) is even and there is no sign change in the Dirac part, while in the isotopic part, the numbers of r 2' sand ¢2' s differ by 1, because (4·21)
We thus see the same situation as in the case of the meson current, and the formula (20) is still valid.
That the pseudoscalar and pseudovector couplings have the same parity is very fortunate. This proof can also be applied to other cases such as the pure neutral theory.
It must be noted that we have to transform ¢l and ¢2 into ¢ and¢* for practical purposes, which we shall write down for the sake of complteness. With the above procedure, we shall calculate R+ from R for the case of photo-meson production.
The. submatrix;;c.corresponding to the photo-meson production can be written as In this section, we shall discuss the integral equations connecting the matrix element of the photo-mesbn production and that of pion-nucleon scattering.
The elementary photo-meson processes which are experimentally observedare 10 ) r+ p--+p+7tl, r+p~n+7r+.
Corresponding to the above two processes, we have
which are the concrete expressions of (2. 5) .
(5·1)
According to the symmetrical theory, the amplitudes ·of pion-nucleon scattering can be expressed as the linear combinations of two independent quantities Q a~d T, so that the above two equations are necessary and sufficient to determine the matrix elements of all modes of pion-nuclen scattering. Then we have only to insert this relation into (1) and (2) .
Next, we employ the following normalizations of the wave functions,
V2(27r)3 Po ¢(-)(x) =_1
J dp ¢(-)(p)e-iP~.
V2(27r)3 Po
which are convenient for covariant calculations. Then we have
<1'(p)¢(p') > 0= (-zPr+M)pi 3(p-p').
We shall write the transition matrices of the photo-meson production as follows: • Similarly, the transition matrices of the pion-nucleon scattering are
r)],lIP (1)9(q£). (S 08)
Inserting the a,bove expressions into (1) and (2), and remembering (S), we reach finally to the integral equations in question. In this case, we utilize the result that the S matrix integrated in a covariant manner is equivalent to. that integrated after eliminating the longitudinal waves.u l Namely, we express the electromagnetic potential by' the operators which destruct photons with two independent polarizations, and put each coefficient equal to zero.
Then, choosing the direction of k as z-axis, we can rewrite (11) as follows: (5.12) where
The integrals arising in the matrix multiplications can be reduced to solid angle integrations. Taking the energy-momentum four vectors in the matrix elements as in fig. 8 , we have 
k I r+N--rr' +N'--rr" +N"
photo-meson pion-nucleon production scattering (Centre of mass system) ( 
5.13)
We obtain as the final integral ~quations, after taking traces to eliminate Dirac matrices
'2J.[bs (q,k) + £."I).b; (q,b)
where the equality sign (=) means that the equality holds if W",., 7SJL~ and Q:",~ in (14) are substituted for in the same way as (12) was obtained from (11) . The where r is an arbitrary Dirac matrix.
The equations (14) are simultaneous Fredholm's integral equations of the first kind.
We shall separate these· equations.
In the symmetrical theory there are following relations 12 ) v'2(rropJRJjmO)
apart from isotopic operators.
Combining (1), (2), and (16), we get v2(rropJR+R+Jpr) + (1l'+nJR+R+/pr) We have studied the case of symmetrical theory so far, but we had better discuss here the case of pure neutral theory.
In this case there appear more than two independent amplitudes, and therefore we need informations about in addition to the processes r+p-"7P+1l'°, r+p-"7n+1l'+.
The complete . integral equations are
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All the integral equations obtained from (2.5) are given above. Since the matrix elements of inverse processes can be derived from those of original processes by the procedure given in section 4, only, independent ,ones are (a)
The charge dependence of the interaction in the pure neutral theory is given by (6.1)
I~O
The values of the maximum t's come into question for the purpose of numerical integration, so that we shall roughly evaluate them.
(a) pion-nucleon scattering
The interaction between a pion and a nucleon. is of short range, if the Coulomb forces are discarded.
Let the impact parameter in pion-nucleon collision be b, then the condition that the collision takes place is given by 
In= pb,!;p(n/ pc).
Thus the angular momenta which contribute to the scattering are restricted to
The correspondence between E and pion angular momentum 1S tabulated 10 the following In the pion-nucleon scattering, even a low energy incident pion can be scattered, while in the photo-me~on production only a photon with energy higher than the threshold can create a pion. So our discussion must be somewhat altered. The condition that an incident photon with momentum k can creat~ a pion is given by (6·5)
Assuming the same force range with the former case, we have (6.6) Thus P waves as. well as S waves can appear at low energies slightly above the threshold.
This fact is surely guaranteed by experiments on r-nO process.
In the above consideration, a photon is treated as though a scalar particle, but it will be enough for such a rough discussion.
As can readily be seen .from the above examples, the partial waves that contribute to the process in question are strongly dependent up\>n the special features of the process.
In pion-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon scatterings, both the initial and fi~~l state can be in low energy region, so that only S waves contribute mainly at low energies. § 7. Remarks on the pboto-meson productiou The photo-m-es~n production will be one of the most fundamental reactions among various pionic elementary processes.
In this section, we shall discuss this process from the field theoretical viewpoint. 13 ) In the pseudoscalar meson the~ry, it is well known that the con~ergence of the perturbation will not be good, but in practice, it is prohibitingly difficult to compute higher order contributions. So some device to take account of the higher order effects has t~ be performed in a more of less phenomenological manner.
Recently Minami calculated the matrix elements of r-no upto the order eP, and then introduced a Pauli-type interaction phenomenologically in order to estimate the effects of orders higher than ef. 3 It has already been emphasized that in order to account for the large cross-section of r-nO process the anomalous magnetic moment of a nucleon will play an important role, but since the lowest order (ef2) calculation of anomalous magnetic moment is unsatisfactory we are compelled to introduce this effect in a very complicated way as Minami did. The Pauli-type interaction can express the effects of the static magnetic moment, but not the non-static effects. Accordingly he calculated the radiative corrections to the Paulitype interaction.
Thus the orders of the whole expression are ef+ef 3 + ep' p/+ep'p F, (7.1) where ep' pi is the static anomalous magnetic moment expressing the static effects, and e p' PP is expressing the non-static effects.
The results show a fairly good agreement with experimental data, so that we shall employ his matrix elements in the integral equati~ns (5. 14) .
In practical. calculations, the following point should be noticed: in the equation
the lowest order In the second term is (/2) X (if) =e (3, therefore the orders that survive in the first term are only ef+ep.p'f3. (7 ·2) If there were only terms of order eP, our approximation in the calculation of (nIRln)
would no more be better than the calculation in the lowest order, but since we are assuming that the ep/F term expresses phenomenologically the effects of orders higher than ef3, our approximation will presumably be better than the lowest order calculation. § 8. Pion-nucleon scattering Assuming tl1.e matrix elements of r-n processes discussed in th~ previous sectioh, We"
shall solve the integral equations for the pion-nucleon scattering. Since the matrix elements .fz (8· 6) The most serious problem is the convergence of this series, but we assume that it is guaranteed by physical requirements such as the possibility of partial wave expansions discussed in section 6. The equations (5.14) are much more complicated, but the method is essentiaJlY the ~ame with the above simplified example.
Next we shall combine the results with M¢ller's formula for the collision cross-sections. 14 ) Suppose that the transition matrix for the pion-nucleon scattering is given by then refering to the normalizations in section 5, the total -'Cross-section is given by The matrix 0 is tabulated in the following. 
where H=o means to put the vector qj equal to qi. Inserting the results obtained by solving the integral equations, we have the total cross-sections of the pion-nucleon scattering, i.e. To our regret numerical errors in T and Q are as large as about 10"'"' 20 %, so' that we cannot calculate differential cross·sections fr<>m (8), since (8) is quadratic in T and Q.
The S Matrix Method ill Pion Reactions
(But it must be .emphasized that the relations (13) are satisfied by our solution within numerical error.) The results, however, bear the following important feature. Its order of magnitude is in good agreement with experiments, especially the ratio
is cop.sistent with the recent experimental datal;) even if the numerical errors are taken into account. Remember that this ratio cannot be deduced from the lowest order perturbation theoretical calculations based on the pseudoscalar meson theory with both pseudoscalar and pseudovector couplings. From this result we may conclude: Although the effects of higher orders can hardly be estimated in the standard manner, we can still take account of these effects consistently for various pion reacti:ms provided that suitable interactions such as the Pauli term are phenomenologically added. Another method to describe various pion reactions in a unified manner may be to assume the existence of nucleon isobars and 'study its effects in pion reactions 1 r.). § 9. Elastic nucleon-nucleon collisions at extremely high energies In previous sections, our interests are limited only to pion reactions at low energies. In contrast to previous sections, we shall now briefly touch upon the problem of. nucleonnucleon collisions at extremely high energies where partial wave analysis is not available.
In this section we shall discuss the correlation between excitation functions and angular distributions of elastic nucleon-nucleon collisions based on the unitary character of 5 matrix.
Our assumptions in this section are the followings.
(I) There exists a diverge!lce-jree 5 matrix.
It is theory.
(II) In nucleon-nucleon collisions at extremely high energies, the multiple production of pions can take place, and possibly also the pair creation of nucleons.
Thus, at extremely high energies we get from (1) - (2~IR+R+J2N) ~ (2N1RJ2NJ (2NIR+12N) + (2NIRI2N, rr) (rr, 2NIR+12N) + ...... .
(9.2)
From now on we consider the problem in the centre of mass system.
Then the total energy of this system is twice the energy of the incident nucleon. At extremely high energies, so we can measure the order of magnitudes of all energies, momenta by the unit p. 
Q(p)=O(f(p» (9·7a), Q(p) <O(j(p».
And we have
The total cross-section 1S the sum of elastic and inelastic ones :
so that it is clearly seen that (9.5) (9·6a) (9·6b) (9· 7b) (9.8) (9.9) (9.10)
It is very important that both (Jtotal and (Jel in (10) can be expressed in terms of T and T+ without refering to the precise form of the matrix elements of inelastic collisions. (Cf. (4) and (5» In the formula (4),' T is the function of, energy and angle, and the integration is reduced to the one with respect to the solid angle.
Now we assume the energy dependence of T as follows:
except for the domain of mea,sure zero with r;egard to the solid angle integration. If we assume that the direction (j = 0 does not belong to this exceptional domain, we see from the formulas (4), (5) and (11) 
tIet=O(p2f2(p)), tItotal=O(j(p)). (9·12)
Combining (12) with the inequality (10), we get O(f(P)~O(p-2), (9 ·13) which amounts to (9 '14) On the other hand we know from the cosmic ray data that the total cross-section of nucleon-nucleon collision is nearly equal to the geometrical cross-section, i.e.
Accordingly (14) contradicts the experimental data, and we infer that the angle (j = 0 indeed belongs to the exceptional domain. Thus
Te=o>O(f(P» (9.16a), or To=o<O(f(p».
(9.16b).
(16b) is also excluded by the same reason with the case Therefore we can deduce
In proton-proton collisions, () = 1r also belongs to the exceptional domain. The exceptional domain will perhaps consist of only two angles {)=o and (j=1r, since we cannot consider any special angle other than these two. Thus we can predict the following relation:
if the effect of Coulomb scattering can be eliminated. Similar discussions can also be applied to pion-nucleon collisions. In conclusion, the authors express their hearty thanks to Prof. Y. Nambu, Prof. S. Hayakawa and Mr. Y. Yamaguchi for their kind interests taken in this work, and to Mr. S; Minami for his helpful information on the photo-meson production.
